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Theorem on vanishing contributions to sin2 θW and intermediate mass scale in Grand
Unified Theories with trinification symmetry
Chandini Dash,1, ∗ Snigdha Mishra,1, † and Sudhanwa Patra2, ‡
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We prove that the values of the electroweak mixing angle sin2 θW and intermediate mass scale
MI have vanishing contributions due to one-loop, two-loop and gravitational corrections in Grand
Unified Theories which accommodate an intermediate trinification symmetry (G333D) invoked with
spontaneous D-parity mechanism operative at mass scale greater than MI . The proof of theorem is
robust and we verify the results numerically using supersymmetric as well as non-supersymmetric
version of E6-GUT.
Introduction:- The profound discovery of Higgs bo-
son at Large Hadron Collider glorifies the success of the
Standard Model (SM) and the importance of spontaneous
symmetry breaking. The final step of spontaneous sym-
metry breaking for all Grand Unified Theories (GUTs)
have to proceed through the SM gauge group and to re-
produce all SM observables. The theoretical and exper-
imental determination of known SM observables includ-
ing the electroweak mixing angle sin2 θW is more mean-
ingful if the theoretical predictions from GUT models
are consistent with these experimentally measured val-
ues. Towards achieving this goal, many theoretical GUTs
models–like SU(5)[1], SO(10)[2–10], E6[11–15] etc with
or without superysmmetry (SUSY), have been proposed
as prospective theories of nature awaiting experimen-
tal feasibility. With the development of String Theories
[16–18] the attention is now more pointing towards re-
investigating the Exceptional Group E6 as a more plau-
sible choice, as it accommodates most of the nice features
of the well known GUT groups SU(5), SU(6) and SO(10)
through it’s embedding. The E6 GUT, started in the late
1970’s(just after SO(10) GUT models) is primarily intro-
duced to explain the hierarchy problem, the mysterious
anomaly cancellations of the Standard Model and the
quantization of electric charge etc. Many of the pressing
issues of SM can be adequately addressed here, with key
predictions on achieving gauge unification, stability of
proton, strong CP problem, predictions of dark matter
candidature, non-zero neutrino masses and mixing etc.
Some of the above phenomenological aspects have been
discussed for E6 gauge model via its maximal subgroups
SO(10)×U(1)[19] and SU(3)C × SU(3)L × SU(3)R[20–
27].
The usual GUT predictions on these observables using
standard formalism can be derived by solving renormal-
ization group equations (RGEs) by taking into account
one-loop [28], two-loop effects [29, 30] as well as gravi-
tational [31–34] and GUT-threshold corrections[35–37].
The gravitational and threshold corrections can arise due
to presence of higher dimensional operators or due to
presence of heavy particles contained in large representa-
tions sitting at/around GUT scale. Here it is noteworthy
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to mention that the stability of the intermediate mass
scale and sin2 θW is essential for neutrino mass predic-
tions through seesaw mechanism and other relevant phe-
nomenological observables. In this conext, it has been
shown earlier that there is cancellation [35, 38–40] of all
corrections due to one-loop, two-loop, gravitational and
threshold for the intermediate mass scale and the elec-
troweak mixing angle sin2 θW with a constraint that the
intermediate symmetry is limited to Pati-Salam symme-
try [2, 4, 6] invoked with D-parity[41, 42].
In this letter, we aim to demonstrate the above con-
clusion for vanishing contributions to sin2 θW and inter-
mediate mass scale MI in a class of GUT models acco-
modating intermediate trinification symmetry SU(3)C ⊗
SU(3)L ⊗ SU(3)R ⊗D(G333D). However the unification
mass scaleMU as well as the GUT coupling constant are
purely model dependent. We explain below these key
results by proposing a profound theorem with its proof.
Theorem 1
In a class of Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) having
trinification symmetry SU(3)C⊗SU(3)L⊗SU(3)R⊗D as
the highest intermediate symmetry, the electroweak mix-
ing angle sin2 θW and the intermediate trinification sym-
metry breaking scale (MI) have vanishing contributions
due to one-loop, two-loop and gravitational corrections
arising from mass scales greater than the intermediate
scale (i.e., µ > MI).
Proof:- In order to prove the theorem, we consider
symmetry breaking chain of a GUT model with interme-
diate trinification symmetry as
GGUT
MU−→ SU(3)C ⊗ SU(3)L ⊗ SU(3)R ⊗D(G333D)
MI−→ SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y (G321)
MZ−→ SU(3)C ⊗ U(1)Q(G31) (1)
Here, D stands for D-parity known as discrete left-right
symmetry. We mainly use E6 ≡ GGUT in proving the
theorem numerically, whereas GGUT can be any GUT
model which can accommodate trinification gauge sym-
metry as highest intermediate symmetry.
Now to evaluate the loop-effects, we follow the stan-
dard procedure by using the Renormalization Group
Equations (RGEs)[43]. The evolution of gauge coupling
constant gi(µ) of an intermediate gauge symmetry Gi
2occurring in GGUT → GI → GSM is given by,
µ
∂gi
∂µ
=
bi
16π2
g3i +
1
(16π2)2
∑
j
Bij g
3
i g
2
j . (2)
After simplification, the known analytic formula derived
for one loop as well as two loop RGEs for inverse coupling
constant valid from µ to the intermediate scaleM (M can
be of any scale > µ where new theory appears) as,
1
αi(µ)
=
1
αi(M)
+
bi
2π
ln
(
M
µ
)
+
1
8π2
∑
j
Bij
∫ M
µ
bj (µ)
dµ
µ
. (3)
Here, αi = g
2
i /(4π), where gi being the coupling constant
for the ith gauge group. bi (Bij ) is the one (two)-loop
beta coefficients in the mass range µ−M .
The RGEs for evolution of gauge coupling constant in
between the mass scale MZ and MI are given by
α−1i (MZ) = α
−1
i (MI) +
bi
2π
ln
(
MI
MZ
)
+Θi (4)
with i = 1Y, 2L, 3C. However, there is an additional
gravitational corrections fromMI andMU scale emerging
from non-renormalizable higher dimensional operators.
The corresponding RGEs for evolution of gauge coupling
constants are,
α−1i (MI) = α
−1
i (MU ) +
b′i
2π
ln
(
MU
MI
)
+Θ′i −∆NROi (5)
where, i = 3C, 3L, 3R. The second and third term in
the RHS of both eqns. (4) and (5) represent the one-loop
effects and two-loop effects respectively while the fourth
term of equation (5) is for gravitational contributions.
Here bi (b
′
i) is the one-loop beta coefficients derived for
particle spectrum within mass rangeMZ−MI(MI−MU ).
In the above mass range,the two-loop contributions are
Θi and Θi′ , respectively, as given by
Θi =
1
4π
∑
j
Bij ln
αj(MI)
αj(MZ)
, (for MZ −MI)
Θ′i =
1
4π
∑
j
B′ij ln
αj(MU )
αj(MI)
, (for MI −MU ) (6)
with,
Bij =
bij
bj
,B′ij =
b′ij
b′j
(7)
Here, bij (b
′
ij ) is the two-loop beta coefficients derived for
particle spectrum within mass rangeMZ−MI(MI−MU ).
The role of ∆NROi in eq.(5) is to modify the GUT scale
boundary condition at µ =MU as,
αi(MU )(1 + ǫi) = αG with i=3C, 3L, 3R (8)
Here ǫi is the parameter which induces the gravitational
correction.
Thus the gravitational contributions ∆NROi can be put in
simplified form,
∆NROi = −
ǫi
αG
with i=3C, 3L, 3R (9)
where αG is the GUT-coupling constant. Here it may be
noted that the gravitational contribution is due to the
higher dimensional operator given by
LNRO = − η
4MG
Tr
(
FµνΦF
µν
)
(10)
where Φ is the Higgs field responsible for breaking of the
GUT symmetry G to G333D. The gravitational correc-
tion parameter ǫi depends on η, VEV of φ and MG.
Analytical proof for sin2 θW :- Using the stan-
dard procedure, the analytic formula for sin2 θW due
to contributions arising from one-loop, two-loop and
gravitational correction is given by
sin2 θW =
1
AU
[3
8
AU +
(
αem
αs
− 3
8
)
BU
+
αem (AUBI −AIBU )
16π
ln
(
MI
MZ
)]
+
1
AU
[αem (AUKΘΘ′ −BUJΘΘ′ )
16π
]
+
1
AU
[αem (AUE0 −BUE1)
8αG
]
(11)
The first, second and third squared-bracketed terms in
(11) are due to one-loop, two-loop and gravitational ef-
fects repspectively. Now in order to prove the theorem,
we need to focus on each term separately.
• The one-loop contributions to the electroweak mix-
ing angle sin2 θW is given by
(
sin2 θW
)
1−loop =
1
AU
[3
8
AU+
(
αem
αs
− 3
8
)
BU
+
αem (AUBI −AIBU )
16π
ln
(
MI
MZ
)]
.
Here the parameters AI , BI , AU and BU
(as can be inferred from appendix) contains the
one-loop effect at µ > MI. However in the first
term AU cancelled out in both numerator as well
as in denominator which leads to 3/8 only. Sec-
ond term completely vanishes as BU = 4b
′
3L −
4b′3R = 0 since b
′
3L = b
′
3R in all class of GUT
models with intermediate trinification symmetry
invoked with D-parity (G333D). With BU = 0 the
third term contains the parameter BI = 5b2L −
5bY (as has been shown in appendix), here we may
note that BI has only one-loop effect at µ < MI.
Thus the modified expression for sin2 θW is given
by
(
sin2 θW
)
1−loop =
3
8
+
αem(5b2L − 5bY )
16π
ln
(
MI
MZ
)
.
which shows that sin2 θW has vanishing contribu-
tions from one-loop effects emerging form µ > MI.
3• The two-loop contributions to the electroweak mix-
ing angle is given by
(
sin2 θW
)
2−loop =
1
AU
[αem (AUKΘΘ′ − BUJΘΘ′ )
16π
]
Now using the similar analysis as in case of one-
loop, we can see taht the above expression re-
duces to
αemKΘΘ′
16pi
, where KΘΘ′ has been defined
in the eq.(A12). However KΘΘ′ is independent
of one-loop contribution emerging from mass scale
µ > MI since Θ
′
3L = Θ
′
3R . This is quite natural
in all GUT models with conserved D-parity. Thus
sin2 θW has vanishing contributions from two-loop
effects emerging form µ > MI.
• The important gravitational contribution to
sin2 θW is as follows,
(
sin2 θW
)
NRO
=
1
AU
[αem (AUE0 −BUE1)
8αG
]
.
Here we may note that for BU = 0, the second term
vanishes identically. In the first term AU cancelled
out from both numerator and denominator. Again
E0 (= 4ǫ3L − 4ǫ3R) vanishes due to D-parity con-
servation. As a result of this, there is no effect of
gravitational corrections at all to the electroweak
mixing angle sin2 θW i.e,
(
sin2 θW
)
NRO
= 0.
Analytical proof for intermediate mass scale MI:-
The analytic formula for intermediate mass scale MI
due to one-loop, two-loop and gravitational corrections
is read as,
ln
(
MI
MZ
)
=
BUDS −AUDW
BUAI −BIAU +
AUKΘΘ′ −BUJΘΘ′
BUAI −BIAU
−
2π
(
BUE1 −AUE0
)
α−1G
BUAI −BIAU (12)
Now in order to prove the theorem for intermediate mass
scale, we study the expression term by term.
• One loop contribution to intermediate symmetry
breaking scale read as,(
ln
MI
MZ
)
1−loop
=
BUDS −AUDW
BUAI −BIAU
Using the same logic as has been discussed in case of
sin2 θW , for BU = 0, the above expression reduces
to (
ln
MI
MZ
)
1−loop
=
DW
BI
.
Here the parameter DW contains experimentally
measured values like sin2 θW and αem. BI has been
already shown to be independent of one-loop ef-
fects at µ > MI, hence the proof of the theorem
is natural to show the intermediate mass scale MI
has vanishing contributions due to one-loop effect
emerging from mass scale µ > MI.
• Similarly the two loop effect on MI is exhibited in
the 2nd term of eq.(12) given as(
ln
MI
MZ
)
2−loop
=
AUKΘΘ′ −BUJΘΘ′
BUAI −BIAU
Here for BU = 0 the expression reduces to(
ln
MI
MZ
)
2−loop
= −KΘΘ′
BI
It has already been demonstrated that KΘΘ′
and BI are independent of two-loop contributions
emerging from mass scale µ > MI.
• The gravitational correction forMI as noted in the
3rd term of eq.(12) is as follows,(
ln
MI
MZ
)
NRO
= − 2π(BUE1 −AUE0)
αG(BUAI −BIAU )
Here again for BU = 0 and E0 = 0, we see that(
ln
MI
MZ
)
NRO
= 0
Thus the gravitational corrections has no effect on
the intermediate mass scale.
The proof of the theorem is independent of the choice
of particle content and thus, the proof is robust. It
can be generalized to both supersymmetric as well as
non-supersymmetric version of Grand Unified Theories
that accommodates intermediate trinification symmetry
(G333D).
We shall now show the stability of electroweak mixing
angle sin2 θW and intermediate mass scaleMI in specific
E6 GUT models with or without supersymmetry by nu-
merical analysis.
Predictions in SUSY-E6 GUT:- We consider first the
supersymmetric version of E6 GUT with intermediate
trinification symmetry as,
E6 ⊗ SUSY
MU
−→ G333D ⊗ SUSY
MI
−→ GSM ⊗ SUSY
MZ
−→ SU(3)C ⊗ U(1)Q (13)
At first stage, SUSY-E6 is broken down to the trinifica-
tion gauge symmetry G333D at unification scale MU by
assigning non-zero vacuum expectation value (VEV) in
the singlet direction (1, 1, 1) ⊂ 650H which transforms
evenly under D-parity. This singlet scalar preserves the
symmetry between left and right handed Higgs field. The
next stage of symmetry breaking from G333D to GSM is
done by non-zero VEV of (1, 3, 3)27 ⊕ (1, 3, 3)27. The
last stage of symmetry breaking GSM to G31 is done by
the weak doublets (1, 2, 1)27 ⊕ (1, 2,−1)27 at MZ scale
reproducing all known SM fermion masses. Here the su-
persymmetry is broken at the MZ scale.
The usual MSSM particle spectrum are used for deriva-
tion of one-loop, two-loop beta coefficients in the mass
rangeMZ −MI. The fermions contained in fundamental
representation of E6 i,e 27F plus scalar sectors includ-
ing Φ(1, 3, 3) + Φ(1, 3, 3) are considered in mass range
MI − MU . The derived values of one-loop beta coeffi-
cients are, b3C = −3, b2L = 1, bY = 6.66 in the mass
rangeMZ−MI while b′3C = 0, b′3L = b′3R = 3 in the mass
4rangeMI −MU. Similarly, the two-loop beta-coefficients
derived for mass range MZ −MI and MI −MU , respec-
tively, are as follows
bij =

199/25 27/5 88/59/5 25 24
11/5 9 14

 , b′ij =

82 40 2440 82 24
24 24 48

 .
In the present case, the gravitational contribution will
arise from the VEV of the Higgs {650} ⊂ E6. We assign
non-zero VEV to (1, 1, 1) ⊂ 650H as,
〈Φ650〉 = 〈φ
0〉
3
√
2
Diag

2, · · · , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
9
,−1, · · · ,−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
9
,−1, · · · ,−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
9


From above equation, we have ǫ3C = 2ǫ, ǫ3L = −ǫ, ǫ3R =
−ǫ,with ǫ = 1
3
√
2
η 〈φ0〉
MG
.
Now using the above values of one-loop beta coefficients,
we estimated numerically the values ofMI ,MU , α
−1
G and
sin2 θW for different values of gravitational corrections in
terms of ǫ (we skipped the two loop effects for simplicity)
as presented in Table.I.
ǫ MI (GeV) MU (GeV) α
−1
G sin
2 θW
0 1.691 × 1016 5.044 × 1016 24.0851 0.2329
0.01 1.691 × 1016 2.225 × 1017 23.6125 0.2329
0.025 1.691 × 1016 1.853 × 1018 22.9375 0.2329
0.05 1.691 × 1016 4.906 × 1019 21.3328 0.2329
TABLE I: Numerical results for sin2 θW , MI, MU with dif-
ferent values of gravitational correction within non-SUSY-E6
GUT with trinification symmetry.
Predictions in non-SUSY-E6 GUT:- The non-SUSY
version of E6 GUT with intermediate trinification sym-
metry is given by
E6
MU−→ G333D MI−→ GSM MZ−→ G31 (14)
We have used 650H as well as 27H for spontaneous sym-
metry breaking while all the fermions are contained in
fundamental representation 27F of E6 which accommo-
date all 15-SM component per generation. All the parti-
cle content of SM with Higgs boson has been used in the
mass rangeMZ −MI while all the fermions belonging to
27F and the scalar Φ(1, 3, 3) are used in the mass range of
MI−MU . The derived values of one-loop beta coefficients
are, b3C = −7, b2L = −19/6, bY = 41/10 in the mass
range MZ −MI while b′3C = −5, b′3L = b′3R = −9/2 in
the mass rangeMI−MU. The two-loop beta-coefficients
derived for mass range MZ −MI and MI −MU , respec-
tively, as follows
bij =


199/50 27/10 44/5
9/10 35/6 12
11/10 9/2 −26

 , b′ij =


23 20 12
20 23 12
12 12 12

 (15)
The numerically estimated values of MI , MU , sin
2 θW
and α−1G for different values of ǫ have been presented in
Table II. We can see from the above results that the in-
termediate mass scale MI is not affected by the gravita-
tional correction due to the 5-dimensional operator. Here
ǫ MI (GeV) MU (GeV) α
−1
G sin
2 θW
−0.0365 1.18712 × 1013 5.35202 × 1016 47.0441 0.2314
−0.034 1.18712 × 1013 5.18769 × 1017 48.732 0.2314
−0.0315 1.18712 × 1013 5.95424 × 1018 50.5449 0.2314
−0.030 1.18712 × 1013 2.81488 × 1019 51.6989 0.2314
TABLE II: Proof of theorem via numerical results using non-
SUSY-E6 GUT with trinification symmetry. For ǫ = 0, the
intermediate mass scale MI is estimated to be 1.18712 ×
1013 GeV validating proof of the theorem while unification
scale, 1044 GeV is beyond Planck energy.
the unification mass scaleMU changes with different val-
ues of ǫ which is a measure of gravitational correction.
The GUT gauge coupling constant depends on the grav-
itational effect while sin2 θW remains unaffected by the
gravitational corrections i.e, when ǫ changes.
Comment on GUT-Threshold corrections on
sin2 θW and MI:- The proof presented here is applica-
ble to vanishing contributions on sin2 θW and MI due to
one-loop, two-loop and gravitational corrections. This
proof can be generalized to show that there is no effect
of GUT-threshold correction on these parameters arising
from the mass scale µ > MI. In order to prove this, the
SO(10) GUT has to be replaced by E6 GUT and the
intermediate Pati-Salam symmetry G224D has to be re-
placed by trinification symmetry (G333D). The detailed
proof is beyond the scope of this letter which is planned
for a separate work.
Conclusion:-
In summary, we proved an important theorem on
vanishing contributions to the electroweak mixing angle
sin2 θW and intermediate mass scale MI (equivalent to
the scale at which the spontaneous breaking of the trini-
fication gauge symmetry SU(3)C⊗SU(3)L⊗SU(3)R⊗D
occurs) have vanishing contributions due to one-loop,
two-loop and gravitational corrections emerging from
higher mass scales (µ > MI) in a class of grand unified
theories which accommodates trinification symmetry in-
voked with spontaneous D-parity mechanism. We have
established the robustness of the proof by considering su-
persymmetric as well as non-supersymmetric version of
E6 GUT for demonstration purpose.
We, finally, concluded that the origin behind these van-
ishing contributions to sin2 θW and intermediate mass
scale (MI) are primarily because of: (a) Grand Unified
Theories like E6 GUT that accommodates trinification
symmetry as an intermediate breaking step. (b) Due to
presence of discrete left-right symmetry (D-parity) and
the implications of spontaneous D-parity breaking mech-
anism [41, 42] thereby resulted simplified relations for
the proof, (c) Due to key matching condition between
gauge couplings, α−1Y (MI) =
1
5
α−13L (MI)+
4
5
α−13R(MI) . It
can also be explained in the GUT model like SU(9) and
SO(18) which can accomodate the trinification symme-
try at the intermediate breaking step [44].
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Appendix A: Formalism for RGEs of gauge
couplings in GUTs with trinification symmetry.
We already proved the theorem showing the remark-
able property of E6 GUT or all possible grand unified
theories with G333D trinification intermediate symme-
try on vanishing contributions to the electroweak mix-
ing angle sin2 θW and intermediate symmetry breaking
scale MI due to one-loop, two-loop and gravitational
corrections (even can be true for GUT-threshold cor-
rections). The attempts have also been made to show
that GUT threshold corrections arising out of super
heavy masses or higher dimensional operators identically
vanish on sin2 θW or the G224D breaking scale within
SO(10) models with G224D Pati-Salam intermediate sym-
metry [2, 4, 6] and we rather carried out our analysis in
E6 GUT with G333D intermediate trinification symme-
try. We aim to derive all the necessary analytic formulas
which have been used in the text for proof of the the-
orem. The simple symmetry breaking chain considered
here with intermediate trinification symmetry is given by
GGUT
MU−→ SU(3)C ⊗ SU(3)L ⊗ SU(3)R ⊗D(G333D)
MI−→ SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y (G321)
MZ−→ SU(3)C ⊗ U(1)Q(G31) (A1)
It is also worth to mention here that b′i (i=3C,3L,3R)
are one-loop beta coefficients from mass range MI −
MU , bi (i=3C,2L,1Y) are one-loop beta coefficients
from mass range MZ − MI while b′ij (i,j=3C,3L,3R),
bij (i,j=3C,2L,1Y) are two-loop beta coefficients from
mass range [MI −MU ] [MZ −MI ], respectively. We can
deduce three key relations including one-loop, two-loop
and gravitational corrections using equations (3),(4) and
(5) as,
α
−1
3C(MZ) = α
−1
G (1 + ǫ3C ) +
b3C
2π
ln
(
MI
MZ
)
+
b′3C
2π
ln
(
MU
MI
)
+Θ3C +Θ
′
3C , (A2)
α
−1
2L (MZ) = α
−1
G (1 + ǫ3L) +
b2L
2π
ln
(
MI
MZ
)
+
b′3L
2π
ln
(
MU
MI
)
+Θ2L +Θ
′
3L , (A3)
α
−1
Y (MZ) =
1
5
α
−1
G (1 + ǫ3L) +
4
5
α
−1
G (1 + ǫ3R)
+
bY
2π
ln
(
MI
MZ
)
+
1
5
b′3L +
4
5
b′3R
2π
ln
(
MU
MI
)
+ΘY +
Θ′3L + 4Θ
′
3R
5
, (A4)
We used two more relations derived based on RGEs for
the gauge coupling constants as,
α−1em
(
sin2 θW − 3
8
)
=
5
8
(
α−12L (MZ)− α−1Y (MZ)
)
8
(
α−1s −
3
8
α−1em
)
= 8α−13C − 3α−12L − 5α−1Y (A5)
Now using equations (3),(4) and (5) along with above
relation (A5), we obtain the following analytic formulas
for intermediate mass scale, unification scale and sin2 θW
as,
ln
(
MI
MZ
)
=
BUDS − AUDW
BUAI −BIAU
+
AUKΘΘ′ −BUJΘΘ′
BUAI −BIAU
−
2π
(
BUE1 − AUE0
)
α−1G
BUAI −BIAU
(A6)
ln
(
MU
MZ
)
=
AIDW −BIDS
BUAI −BIAU
+
BIJΘΘ′ − AIKΘΘ′
BUAI −BIAU
−
2π
(
AIE0 −BIE1
)
α−1G
BUAI −BIAU
(A7)
sin2 θW =
1
AU
[3
8
AU +
(
αem
αs
−
3
8
)
BU
+
αem (AUBI −AIBU )
16π
ln
(
MI
MZ
)]
+
1
AU
[αem (AUKΘΘ′ −BUJΘΘ′ )
16π
]
+
1
AU
[
αem (AUE0 −BUE1)
8αG
]
(A8)
where the relevant parameters used in deriving all
these key analytic formulas are as follows,
DS = 16π
[
α
−1
S (MZ)−
3
8
α
−1
em(MZ)
]
(A9)
DW = 16πα
−1
em(MZ)
[
sin2 θW −
3
8
]
(A10)
J
ΘΘ
′ = 2π
[
(8Θ3C − 3Θ2L − 5ΘY )
+
(
8Θ′3C − 4Θ
′
3L − 4Θ
′
3R
)]
(A11)
K
ΘΘ
′ = 2π
[
(5Θ2L − 5ΘY ) +
(
4Θ′3L − 4Θ
′
3R
)]
(A12)
E1 = (8ǫ3C − 4ǫ3L − 4ǫ3R ) (A13)
E0 = (4ǫ3L − 4ǫ3R ) (A14)
AI =
[(
8b3C − 3b2L − 5bY
)
−
(
8b
′
3C − 4b
′
3L − 4b
′
3R
)]
(A15)
AU =
(
8b
′
3C − 4b
′
3L − 4b
′
3R
)
(A16)
BI =
[
(5b2L − 5bY )−
(
4b
′
3L − 4b
′
3R
)]
(A17)
BU =
(
4b′3L − 4b
′
3R
)
(A18)
These parameters are characterstics of one loop, two
loop and gravitational corrections to the electroweak
mixing angle sin2 θW and the intermediate mass scale
6while we focus on two of the parameters BI and BU , in
most of times, in the analysis. With b′3L = b
′
3R , the
factor BU vanishes exactly and BI is independent of
one-loop effects operative at mass scale µ > MI .
Similarly, KΘΘ′ can be shown to be independent of
two-loop effects emerging from mass scale µ > MI .
However, it is found that the unification scale and the
GUT gauge coupling constant are fully dependent on
these corrections.
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